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This letter refers to the concerns that you expressed on November 19, 1992, regarding
information that you received from another ccatract HP technician during the last two refueling
outages at Oyster Creek. Specifically, you stated that workers were removing dosimetry prior
to entering radiation areas in order to save dose, so they could do as much work as possible

i
during the outage. Also, you mentioned concerns regarding hiring practices at Oyster Creek. j

We could not verify your concern regarding the workers removing dosimetry to save dose, and
will do no further effort unless you provide more substantiating information. However, NRC
inspections into radiological control practices during the last two refueling outages h ve not
indicated a problem as you described. A safety inspection of the radiological controls program |

at Oyster Creek was conducted by the NRC on January 4-8,1993. The enclosed Inspection '

Report No. 50-219/93-01 dated January 29,1993, documents the details of the inspection and
concludes that there were no violations concerning dosimetry usage.

Since your concern regarding hiring practices is not under the NRC purview, we previously j

provided you with an address for the Department of Labor, so they could address your concern.

We have attempted to contact you by telephone without success. It seems as if your phone was
disconnected with no forwarding informa6on. Should you have any more information,

,

additional questions, or if the NRC can be of further assistance in this matter, please call me
collect at (215) 337-5222.

Sincerely,

0: a.aal Signed By:
David J. Vito
Senior Allegation Coordinator

Enclosure: As stated
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